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Introduction
The quality of environmental epidemiology

studies and the significance of their results are
strongly dependent on the degree of spatial
resolution of the utilized data. Propagation of
pollutants is determined by physical rules and has
a strong spatial component. Environmental
epidemiological analyses are often based on data
aggregated by administrative units. Aggregation of
spatial data frequently results in confounding by
different exposures and therefore potential effects
are more difficult to detect and in some cases
cannot be demonstrated at all. Even the origins of
epidemiological research were strongly
influenced by the use of precise geo-referenced
health data, for example, in 1854 doctor John
Snow mapped out all of the cholera cases that
occurred around London. By doing this he was
able to visualise that the cholera cases were
spread around a specific water pump [1]. Snow

considered the transmission of the disease
through contaminated water to be the most
probable cause [2], many years before the
pathogen was even discovered and described by
Koch in 1883. Snow supported his theory (which
he had developed based on more precise studies
on earlier outbreaks of Cholera) with what in our
time could be called an analogue Geographic
Information System (GIS). His analogue-GIS
included not only the exact location of all Cholera
fatalities but also information about the suppliers
of drinking water and all water pumps [3]. Dr.
Snow might have never discovered anything new
about Cholera if he had only used spatial
aggregated data (such as cholera cases per
quarter) for his studies.

Modern environmental health studies also deal,
in many cases, with health problems that are
influenced by factors with a strong spatial
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Abstract

Background: Environmental health studies often deal with health problems that are influenced by factors with
a strong spatial component. However, most analyses of routinely collected health data (cancer register,
medication data etc.) are performed at a spatially higher aggregated level. Analyses based on administrative
units are frequently subject to confounding by different exposures or other factors and therefore possible
effects may remain uncovered or effect estimates distorted.
Methods: A medication prevalence study in the Tyrolean Wipptal, is presented as example for an address
based analysis of public health data. To assess whether road or rail exposure is associated with the
prescription of medicines the study population was divided in subgroups based on traffic source exposure
levels at each address (exposure groups). The medication prevalence proportion for each exposure group was
estimated using health insurance data.
Results: Significant differences in medication for various exposure groups could be found. Mainly the railway
and main road exposure groups showed higher medication prevalence in some age and medication groups.
Conclusions: Address based spatial analysis of health register data is still an underutilized Public health
technique. A persistent problem is the availability of important covariates (education, income etc.) on a more
detailed level than municipalities.
This situation might be improved if national statistics agencies provide such statistical data on the basis of
the European wide raster system. 
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component. One can consider the propagation of
pollutants, which can often be traced back to a
known spatially located source, or the noise
induced annoyance along traffic carriers.
However, unlike Snow’s cholera example, modern
environmental health research mostly studies
associations that cannot be reduced to a simple
cause-and-effect relationship. Health and well-
being are influenced by a vast number of different
factors. If and how air pollutants or noise affect an
individual person, depends on a broad spectrum
of different components. Therefore, quantitative
estimations of associations between noise or
pollutant exposure and health effects are often
very difficult. In many cases the number of people
studied isn't sufficient in order to statistically
prove associations, since the causes for the
studied health problems can be diverse and the
associations might be weak. In order to study and
quantify effects of environmental exposure on
human health and well-being the sample size must
be very large. This often leads to very expensive
and time consuming study designs due to the
costliness of data collection. 

Public health institutions as valuable data source
Public institutions (hospitals, regional

administration, health insurance funds etc.) gather
and manage a large quantity of health related data.
This data source has huge potential because it is
free of selection concerning the population as
well as the spatial distribution. Nevertheless,
address based analyses of public health data are
still rather uncommon. This is due to a variety of
reasons: besides the difficulty in accessing such
data, due to privacy terms and limiting data
politics in different institutions, there were and
still are technical problems too. The above
mentioned public health data are often not
collected and stored in a way that facilitates
ongoing systematic and automated processing
and the advantage of its completeness can have
the disadvantage that one must manage and
analyse vast quantities of data which may lead to
time consuming and costly data management and
analyses procedures [4]. Another problem is that
many environmental epidemiology studies which
use existing data can only be done on an
aggregated level. Health data, such as the
occurrence of certain illnesses, are often
unavailable on an address basis but only for
municipalities, counties, states or other kinds of
administrative units and a reliable estimation of
disease prevalence are only possible if precise and
differentiated information concerning population
density and structure is available. In most cases

such data are only available in an aggregated form
such as population per municipality or district.
Therefore many analyses of environmental
epidemiology data are limited to relatively huge
spatial units such as municipalities, counties,
states or similar administrative units [5, 6, 7]. This
leads to significant study limitations because
sound and air pollution distribution, and hence
the exposure of the affected population rarely
stops at administrative borders. Various exposure
levels are mixed and associations with possible
effects are hard (if possible at all) to prove.
Furthermore, modern GIS-based methods like geo-
statistical analysis or even simple intersections of
several spatial layers with unrelated data origins
are strongly limited by spatially data aggregation.
Some official providers of statistical population

data try to improve the situation by providing data
spatially aggregated on the basis of a regular
spatial grid. Since the year 2006 the official
provider of statistical data in Austria “Statistik
Austria” provides standard population data on the
basis of a 250m raster [8, 9]. Unfortunately, for
many analyses the resolution of these raster is still
not detailed enough. Especially in the alpine
region where populated areas are often very small
and limited to the bottom of valleys, distortions
and uncertainties caused by spatial data
aggregation can be huge. 

A medication study performed in the Tyrolean
Wipptal, on the basis of medication data collected
by the official health insurance company, will be
presented and discussed as an example of an
address based analysis of public health and traffic
data.

Methodology
The aim of this prevalence study was to assess

whether road or rail exposure is associated with
the prescription of medicines [10, 11]. The study
population was divided into various strata of
subgroups (exposure groups) based on individual
(address based) estimation of traffic exposure. For
these subgroups medication prevalence
proportions were calculated and compared.
Besides the fact that medication consumption is
influenced by various factors such as individual
access to the health system or prescription
behaviour of physicians, it is still a good indicator
for an existing health problem. The study area
includes the whole northern Wipptal, which is the
whole area between Innsbruck and the alpine
Brenner pass. The Wipptal is strongly affected by
one of the most important north-south transit
routes crossing the alps. The highway, main road
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and railway run mostly parallel and close to the
small and highly populated valley floor. In the Year
2006 the population in the study area was 30,564.

Data about prescriptions came from a specially
designed and conducted database query
processed by the Tiroler Gebietskrankenkasse
(TGKK) - the main public health insurance fund
in Tirol - and comprised medication data from the
years 2003 to 2005. The information available
included: address, age and medication for each
year and person, divided in functional groups.
Selection of medication groups was done a priori,
based on a literature review of health effects that
are associated with traffic exposure [12- 16]. The
list of studied medication groups is shown in
Table 2.
After modifying and

adapting the structure of the
original data from the TGKK,
the data were geo-referenced
using the ESRI ArcGIS 9.2
Geo-referencing tool [17] and
the official Tyrolean address
database.

Exposure Groups
The distance to the nearest

visible point of the highway,
main road, railway and local
road was estimated for all
addresses in the study area.
Distance to a source of
exposure is a commonly used
surrogate indicator in
environmental medicine [18-
20], because individual
estimations of specific
pollution or noise exposure for a large number of
people would in many cases be too expensive or
it is only accessible in a reduced and inadequate
quality. To reflect the special situation of an alpine
valley where terrain structure plays an important
role on exposure, especially on noise exposure,
the surrogate indicator distance was enhanced by
including a visibility analysis. This means that only
traffic structures which were visible and not
shadowed for instance by a hillside, were
considered for distance estimates [11].
All addresses were divided into “exposure

groups” based on their distance to the highway,
main road, railway and local roads. Addresses with
a shorter distance, as defined for each traffic
carrier (e.g. <100m), were assigned to the
exposure group of the respective carrier. If an
address fulfilled the distance definition for more

than one carrier it was assigned to the mixed
exposure group. Addresses with a distance to the
traffic carriers larger than a defined value (e.g.
>200 m for railway and highway based on Table 1)
were assigned as reference group (Fig. 1). As the
cut off values for the exposure groups might
influence the results [7, 21] and only few
comparable published studies exist, four sampling
groups with different cut off levels were applied
(see Table 1). This explorative way of data analysis
allowed, not only testing of the homogeneity of
exposure within each group, but also the
sensitivity of the distance value chosen in the four
samplings of Table 1. Sampling group 3 turned out
to be the most sensitive sampling indicator and
results are reported only for this exposure-
sampling group.

The aggregation of the addresses into exposure
groups was necessary because statistical
information concerning population is not
provided on an address level due to data
protection policy. For the predefined exposure-
groups population data (age and sex distribution)
could be attained from “Statistik Austria” through a
special project request [8] based on our own
subdivision of addresses.
For all exposure and sampling groups prevalence,

odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals were
calculated separately for men and women in the
age groups: 0-15 years , 15-29 years, 30-49 years, 50-
69 years and 70 and older. The odds ratio and 95%
confidence intervals were calculated according to
Bland & Altmann [22] by a spreadsheet application
(MS-Excel 2003) after linkage with the GISdata-base
. A 5% level of significance was chosen.
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Figure 1. Classification of addresses to exposure groups based on distance to traffic

carriers in the municipality of Matrei am Brenner.



Results
In 2001, there were 30,322 people living at

8,393 addresses in the study area. Eleven thousand
four hundred and ninety-six (37.9%) received one
ore more drugs from the studied drug groups that
were paid by the TGKK between the years 2003
and 2005. Ten thousand six hundred and eight-one
(92.9%) of the insurants could be successfully
georeferenced by the provided addresses. Table 2
shows the number of people for each drug group.
The most commonly prescribed drugs are
antacids followed by four nearly equally large
groups (psychosedatives, antiallergic, asthma and
hypertension medication).

In comparing the different exposure groups,
significant differences in medication odds ratios
for the various drug groups were found (Summary
in Table 3). For the railway exposure group
significant elevated medication level for one or
more age and sex groups were found for
psychosedatives, antihypertensives, antacids as
well as antiallergic medications. The age group
mostly affected was 70 years and older. For the
main road exposure group the medication
prevalence proportion for antiallergic medication
and antacids were significantly higher. 
For the mixed exposure group, which is mainly

influenced by main road and railway, elevated

proportions were also observed for all previously
mentioned drug groups. For the local road
exposure group no increase in medication
prevalence proportions was detected.
For the two most common drug groups -

antacids and psychosedatives – the complete
results  for sampling group 3(odds ratio and 95%
confidence intervals) are graphically shown in Fig.
2 and Fig 3 (see Table 1). 

Discussion
There are many studies about the effect of

traffic exposure on the health of affected
populations and a considerable number of

publications point out
that living along busy
roads can lead to an
elevated health risk [14,
15, 19, 23- 29]. In the
literature there is,
however, less support
for the observed
association between
railway exposure and
elevated medication

levels. Therefore, further investigations are
required to replicate the results. An analysis based
on aggregated data requires cautious
interpretation of the results. Furthermore the
limited possibility of controlling for covariates
means that some uncertainty still remains and
therefore prevents a causal interpretation [30].
What stands out is that increased medications
associated with traffic exposure (main road and
railway) are particularly related to the 70 year and
older age group. Reasons for this might be the
longer latency period for traffic related health
effects to appear or alternatively a higher
susceptibility of older people towards both traffic
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Table 1. Cut off values for exposure and sampling groups.

Table 2. Overall prevalence of prescriptions.
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noise or air pollution.
Another hypothesis
might be that older
people are less mobile
and so the exposure
estimation on the basis
of the living address
might correspond more
accurately. The fact that
no significant increases
in medication
prevalence proportions
were observed for the
highway exposure
group should not lead to
the assumption that
there may be no effect.
There are only a few

addresses attributed to being
very close (less then 200m) to
the highway, so that the number
of people in the exposure group
highway is very small and
confidence intervals are large.

The study results not only show
the potential but also the
limitations of this kind of address
based spatial analysis. The
statistical comparison between
different exposure groups
normalised by age and sex was
only possible because of the large
number of individuals. Another
prerequisite was the availability
of statistical data for self defined
areas which are supported since
the year 2006 by the “Statistik
Austria” [8]. The biggest
advantage of the analysed data
was their completeness (area
wide availability of all age
groups) and the almost selection
free sample (80% of the Tyrolean
population is insured by the
TGKK). The example presented
illustrates the enhanced
possibilities of environmental-
epidemiology analysis based on
exact addresses in contrast to
analysis depending on
preassigned spatial units such as
municipality borders or grids
with a low resolution. If analysis
of the presented data would have
been done on the basis of
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Table 3. Overall significant associations (OR and 95% CI) with medication type by traffic

exposure and age group.

Figure 3. Odds ratio and 95% confidence interval for the medication group

psychosedatives stratified by age-exposure groups (using sampling 3 according to

Table 1). Note: logarithmic scale for the odds ratio and the 95% confidence intervals.

Dark bars indicate significant results.

Figure 2. Odds ratio and 95% confidence interval for the medication group antacids

stratified by age-exposure groups (using sampling 3 according to Table 1). Note:

logarithmic scale for the odds ratio and the 95% confidence intervals. Dark bars

indicate significant results.



predefined spatial aggregation, exposure
estimates would not have been precise enough to
show any associations. An analysis done on the
basis of municipalities confirmed this assumption
[10]. On the other hand analysis of existing health
data on the level of addresses or self defined
address based groups comes with a series of
problems. Most of the challenges are related to
data collection and data availability. The lack of
accessibility to address based population data
enormously limits the use and the possibilities of
analysing existing health register data, as
information about population distribution
including sex and age related data are the
minimum requirement for calculating prevalence
estimates. A persistent problem is the lack of
important covariates such as education, income,
working situation, time spent at home etc., on a
more detailed level than municipalities. Possible
improvement of this situation might be achieved
if national statistics agencies provide statistical
data on the basis of a European wide raster system
as required by the European Union [9]. These data
normally have a much better spatial resolution
than the common statistical data based on
municipalities. Furthermore, they can be
combined with exact georeferenced data and so
serve as a good database for geo-statistical analysis.
Analysis done on the basis of a 250m statistical
raster showed promising results.

Finally it must be said that data from public
health insurance companies, despite of all its
limitations due to missing or hardly accessible
reference data, still provides a huge and up till
now, not fully utilized potential for further
environmental-epidemiology analysis. Routinely
collected data of public health care providers
offers not only various possibilities for scientific
analysis but could also be a cost effective database
for the regional environmental health reports
required by the WHO [31].

Data privacy protection
As individual prescription data has to be

considered as highly sensible data regarding
privacy protection a very high standard was set
on data protection. Personal data were only used
in anonymized forms and results are only
published in aggregated forms.
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